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Abstract

A numerical investigation on laminar boundary layer flow, heat and mass transfer of two-phase particulate suspension induced
by a linearly stretching sheet is carried out. In the mathematical formulation both the fluid and particle phases are treated as two
separate interacting continua. The effects of magnetic field, diffusion-thermo, thermal-diffusion, thermal radiation and first order
chemical reaction are taken into the account. The relevant governing partial differential equations corresponding to the momentum,
energy and concentration are transformed into a system of non-linear ordinary differential equations with the help of appropriate
similarity transformations and then solved numerically using Runge–Kutta-Fehlberg fourth fifth order method along with shooting
scheme. The effects of the relevant physical parameters on the flow, heat and mass transfer characteristics of both fluid and particle
phases were numerically obtained and discussed in detail. It is found that, the momentum, thermal and solute boundary layer
thickness decreases with increasing the particles loading.
c⃝ 2015 The Authors. Production and Hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Nigerian Mathematical Society. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The study of heat and mass transfer due to a stretching surface is of great practical importance to engineers and
scientists because of its occurrence in many branches of science and engineering. It plays an important role in several
engineering applications and manufacturing processes in the industry such as, aerodynamic extrusion of plastic sheets,
manufacturing and rolling of plastic films, cooling of metal sheets and etc. Sakiadis [1] presented the pioneering work
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on the boundary layer flow past a continues moving surface with a constant velocity. He formulated the boundary
layer equations for two dimensional and symmetric flows. Crane [2] discussed boundary layer flow caused by the
stretching of elastic flat surfaces under various physical situations. Grubka and Bobba [3] have worked on the heat
transfer occurring on a linearly stretching surface under variable temperature.

The mass transfer caused by the temperature gradient is called Soret effect (thermal diffusion), while the heat
transfer caused by the concentration gradient is called Dufour effect (diffusion-thermo). The Soret effect is utilised
for isotope separation and in a mixture between gases with very light molecular weight and of medium molecular
weight. The importance of Soret and Dufour effects for fluids has been investigated by Dursunkaya and Worek [4],
Anghel and Takhar [5] and Postelnicu [6]. Hayat et al. [7] developed analytical solutions for Soret and Dufour effects
on mixed convection boundary layer flow over a stretching vertical surface in a porous medium filled with viscoelastic
fluid. Beg et al. [8] numerically investigated the free convection magnetohydrodynamic heat and mass transfer from
a stretching surface to a saturated porous medium with Soret and Dufour effects. Aziz [9] addressed the thermal-
diffusion and diffusion-thermo effects on combined heat and mass transfer by hydromagnetic three-dimensional free
convection over a permeable stretching surface. Pal and Chatterjee [10] discussed the mixed convection heat and mass
transfer past a stretching surface in a micropolar fluid saturated porous medium under the influence Soret and Dufour
effects. Makinde and Olanrewaju [11] studied the mixed convection with Soret and Dufour effects past a porous plate
moving through a binary mixture of fluid. Recently, the same authors [12] have investigated the effects of thermal
diffusion and diffusion thermo on MHD boundary layer flow of heat and mass transfer past a moving vertical plate.

Chemical reactions can be categorised as either homogeneous or heterogeneous processes. These reactions mainly
depend on whether they occur in an interface or as a single phase volume reaction. Homogeneous reaction is one that
occurs uniformly through a given phase whereas a heterogeneous reaction takes place in a restricted region or within
the boundary of a phase. In a first order reaction, the rate of reaction is directly proportional to the concentration. In
many chemical engineering processes, a chemical reaction between a foreign mass and the fluid does occur. These
processes take place in various industrial applications, such as production of polymer, manufacturing of ceramics or
glassware, food processing and so on. Therefore, the study of heat and mass transfer with chemical reaction effect is
given primary importance in chemical and hydrometallurgical industries.
Pal and Mondal [13] theoretically investigated the effects of chemical reaction on MHD non-Darcian mixed convective
heat and mass transfer over a linear stretching sheet. Further, they have analysed the chemical reaction effect on heat
and mass transfer over a non-linear stretching sheet [14]. The problem of free convection heat and mass transfer over
a porous stretching surface in the presence of chemical reaction has been studied by Kandasamy et al. [15]. The
influence of chemical reaction on heat and mass transfer by natural convection from vertical surfaces in a porous
media with Soret and Dufour effects was numerically investigated by Postelnicu [16]. The investigations dealing
with chemical reaction effect on fluid flow with different physical conditions can be found in the works of Das [17],
Mansour et al. [18], Makinde et al. [19], Chamkha and EL-Kabeir [20] and Gireesha et al. [21].

The previously mentioned articles are concerned with single-phase flow analysis. The heat and mass transfer
of fluid-particle mixture is a subject which attracted many investigators due to its application in many engineering
and natural processes. These include environmental and atmospheric pollution, nuclear reactor safety, filtration,
sedimentation of particles on gas turbine blades, particulate deposition on semi-conductor wafers in the electronic
industry and others. Its relevance is also seen in gas cooling systems, fluidized beds, combustion, crude oil
purification, electrostatic precipitation, polymer technology, transport processes and petroleum industry. In view of
these applications, Saffman [22] was the first who formulated the governing equations for dusty fluid and has studied
the stability of the laminar flow of a dusty gas. Later on, mathematical analysis based on the continuum approach
for steady laminar boundary layer flow and heat transfer of fluid-particle suspension with different aspects were
developed by Chamkha [23,24]. The free-convection flow and heat transfer of two-phase flow over an infinite porous
vertical plate was theoretically analyzed by Chamkha and Ramadan [25]. They have developed analytical solutions
and found that an increase of particle loading results in a retardation of momentum of both fluid and particle phases.
Vajravelu and Nayfeh [26] have addressed the hydromagnetic flow of a dusty fluid over a stretching sheet. Makinde
and Chinyoka [27] presented numerical results for MHD transient flow and heat transfer of a dusty fluid in a channel
with variable physical properties and Navier slip condition. Attia et al. [28] have studied the ion slip effect on the
unsteady Couette flow and heat transfer of a dusty fluid in the presence of uniform suction and injection. Recently,
Gireesha et al. [29–31] have studied the fluid-particle suspension over a stretching surface with different physical
conditions.
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The present work is undertaken in order to study the heat and mass transfer of a dusty fluid with Soret and
Dufour’s effect on boundary layer flow over a stretching surface. The novelty of this study is that Soret, Dufour
and chemical reaction effects are included in the heat and mass transfer analysis of the two-phase fluid-particle
suspension. The numerical solution is obtained for the governing equations of conservation of momentum, temperature
and concentration for both fluid and particle phases.

2. Mathematical formulation

Flow Analysis:
Consider a two dimensional, steady, laminar boundary layer flow of an incompressible, viscous, electrically

conducting dusty fluid over a linearly stretching surface. According to the coordinate system, the x-axis is chosen
parallel to the stretching surface and y-axis is taken normal to it. A uniform magnetic field B0 is imposed along the
y-axis. The fluid properties are assumed to be constant and the chemical reaction is assumed to take place in the flow.
The dust particles are embedded in the fluid by using surface charge technology. The dust particles are assumed to be
spherical in shape, equal in size and uniformly distributed throughout the fluid. The interparticle collision and volume
fraction of dust particles are neglected. The magnetic Reynolds number is assumed to be small, so that the induced
magnetic field is neglected. In addition, all fluid and particle properties are assumed to be constant. The fluid and dust
particle motions are coupled only in the course of drag, heat and mass transfer between them. The Stokes linear drag
theory is employed to model the drag force. The terms Tw and Cw represents the temperature and concentration of the
fluid at the sheet which are higher than the ambient values T∞ and C∞ respectively. Using the above assumptions,
the governing equations describing the conservation of mass and momentum for both fluid and particle phase can be
written as follows [23,27]:

∂u

∂x
+

∂v

∂y
= 0, (2.1)

ρ


u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y


= µ

∂2u

∂y2 + KN

u p − u


− σ B2

0 u, (2.2)

∂u p

∂x
+

∂vp

∂y
= 0, (2.3)

ρp


u p

∂u p

∂x
+ vp

∂u p

∂y


= KN


u − u p


, (2.4)

where (u, v) and (u p, vp) are velocity components along x and y directions of fluid and dust particle phase
respectively. ρ and ρp are density of the fluid and dust particles respectively. σ is the electrical conductivity of the
fluid, µ-dynamic viscosity of the fluid, N -number density of dust particles, B0-uniform magnetic field, K = 6πµr is
the Stokes drag coefficient and r -radius of dust particle.

The boundary conditions for this problem can be written as:

u = uw, v = 0 at y = 0
u −→ 0, u p −→ 0, vp −→ v as y −→ ∞,


(2.5)

where uw = bx is a the stretching sheet velocity and b > 0 is the stretching rate. Introduce the following
transformations;

u = bx f ′ (η) , v = −
√

vb f (η) , η =


uw

vx
y

u p = bx F ′ (η) , vp = −
√

vbF(η), (2.6)

where a prime denote the differentiation with respect to η. It can be easily verified that the continuity Eqs. (2.1) and
(2.3) are identically satisfied. Now, introducing the relation (2.6) into the Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4), we obtain the following
nonlinear ordinary differential equations;

f ′′′ (η) −


f ′ (η)
2

+ f ′′ (η) f (η) + lβv[F ′(η) − f ′(η)] − M2 f ′ (η) = 0, (2.7)
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F ′′(η)F(η) −

F ′(η)

2
+ βv[ f ′(η) − F ′(η)] = 0, (2.8)

where l = Nm/ρ is the dust particles mass concentration parameter, τv = m/K is relaxation time of the dust
particles i.e., the time required by a dust particle to adjust its velocity relative to the fluid, βv = 1/bτv is fluid-particle
interaction parameter and M2

= σ B2
0/bρ is magnetic parameter.

Using the transformations (2.6) into the boundary conditions (2.5) one can get;

f ′ (η) = 1, f (η) = 0 at η = 0,

f ′(η) −→ 0, F ′(η) −→ 0, F(η) −→ f (η) as η → ∞. (2.9)

Heat Transfer Analysis:
The governing boundary layer heat transport equations for both fluid and particle phase are given by [23,27];

ρC p


u

∂T

∂x
+ v

∂T

∂y


= k

∂2T

∂y2 +
ρpCm

τT


Tp − T


+

ρp

τv


u p − u

2
−

∂qr

∂y
+

ρDm Kt

CsC p

∂2C

∂y2 , (2.10)

ρpCm


u p

∂Tp

∂x
+ vp

∂Tp

∂y


=

ρpCm

τT


T − Tp


, (2.11)

where T and Tp are the temperature of the fluid and dust particles respectively, C p and Cm are the specific heat
of fluid and dust particles respectively, τT -the thermal equilibrium time i.e., the time required by the dust cloud to
adjust its temperature to that of fluid, k-thermal conductivity of the fluid, qr - radiative heat flux, Dm is the diffusion
coefficient, Cs is the concentration suseptability and Kt is the thermal diffusion ratio. According to the Rosseland
diffusion approximation for radiation, qr is given by;

qr = −
4σ ∗

3k+

∂T 4

∂y
, (2.12)

where σ ∗-Stefan–Boltzmann constant and k+-mean absorption coefficient. It is noted that the optically thick radiation
limit is considered in this model. Assuming that the temperature differences within the flow are sufficiently small such
that T 4 may be expressed as a linear function of temperature, we expand T 4 in a Tayler series about T∞ as follows,

T 4
= T 4

∞ + 4T 3
∞ (T − T∞) + 6T 2

∞ (T − T∞)2
+ . . . . (2.13)

Neglect the higher order terms beyond the first degree in (T − T∞), we can get;

T 4 ∼= 4T 3
∞T − 3 T 4

∞. (2.14)

Substituting Eq. (2.14) in Eq. (2.12) then,

∂qr

∂y
= −

16σ ∗T 4
∞

3k∗

∂2T

∂y2 . (2.15)

In view of the Eq. (2.15), the energy Eq. (2.10) will becomes

ρC p


u

∂T

∂x
+ v

∂T

∂y


=


k +

16T 4
∞σ ∗

3k∗


∂2T

∂y2 +
ρpCm

τT


Tp − T


+

ρp

τv


u p − u

2
+

ρDm Kt

CsC p

∂2C

∂y2 . (2.16)

Boundary conditions for the temperature are as follows;

T = Tw = bx + T∞, at y = 0,

T → T∞, Tp → T∞, as y → ∞. (2.17)

The dimensionless fluid phase temperature θ (η) and dust phase temperature θp (η) are defined as:

θ (η) =
T − T∞

Tw − T∞

, θp (η) =
Tp − T∞

Tw − T∞

. (2.18)
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Fig. 1. The influence of M2 on velocity profile.

Using (2.18) into (2.16) and (2.11), we obtain the following non-linear ordinary differential equations:


1 +

4
3

R


θ ′′(η) + Pr


θ ′ (η) f (η) − f ′ (η) θ (η)

+ lβT γ

θp (η) − θ (η)


+ lβv Ec


F ′ (η) − f ′ (η)

2

 + D f φ
′′(η) = 0, (2.19)

θ ′
p (η) F(η) − F ′(η)θp (η) − βT


θp (η) − θ (η)


= 0. (2.20)

Corresponding boundary conditions are:

θ (η) = 1, at η = 0

θ (η) → 0, θp (η) → 0 as η → ∞ (2.21)

where Pr = µC p/k—Prandtl number, Ec = u2
w/C p(Tw − T∞)—Eckert number, γ = Cm/C p—specific heat ratio,

βT = 1/bτT —fluid-particle interaction parameter for temperature, R = 4σ ∗T 3
∞/k+k—thermal radiation parameter

and D f = Dm Kt (Cw − C∞)/CsC p(Tw − T∞)—the Dufour number.

Mass Transfer Analysis:
The conservation mass equation for both fluid and dust phase are given by;

u
∂C

∂x
+ v

∂C

∂y
= Dm

∂2C

∂y2 +
ρp

ρτC


C p − C


+

Dm Kt

Tm

∂2T

∂y2 − K ∗(C − C∞), (2.22)

u p
∂C p

∂x
+ vp

∂C p

∂y
=

1
τc


C − C p


, (2.23)

where C and C p are concentration species of the fluid and particle phase, Dm is the mass diffusivity coefficient, τC
is the time required by a dust particle to adjust its concentration relative to the fluid and K ∗ is the chemical reaction
co-efficient.
The relevant boundary conditions for the concentration fields are given by;

C = Cw at y = 0,

C −→ C∞, C p −→ C∞ as y −→ ∞. (2.24)

Now define the non-dimensional fluid phase concentration φ (η) and particle phase concentration φp (η) as

φ (η) =
C − C∞

Cw−C∞

, φp (η) =
C p − C∞

Cw−C∞

. (2.25)
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Fig. 2. The influence of M2 on temperature profile.

Fig. 3. The influence of M2 on concentration profile.

Substituting (2.25) into (2.22) and (2.23), we obtain the following non-linear ordinary differential equations

φ′′ (η) + Sc


φ′ (η) f (η) − f ′ (η) φ (η)

+βc l

φp (η) − φ (η)


− Kφ(η)


+ Srθ ′′ (η) = 0, (2.26)

φ′
p (η) F (η) − F ′ (η) φp (η) + βc


φ (η) − φp (η)


= 0. (2.27)

With boundary conditions

φ (η) = 1 at η → 0

φ (η) = 0, φp (η) = 0 as η → ∞, (2.28)

where Sc = ν/Dm—Schmidt number, βc = 1/bτc—fluid particle interaction parameter for concentration, K =

K ∗(Cw − C∞)/ν and Sr = Dm Kt (Cw − C∞)/Tm(Tw − T∞)—Soret number.
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Fig. 4. The influence of l on velocity profile.

Fig. 5. The influence of l on temperature profile.

The quantities of practical interest are the skin friction coefficient, local Nusselt number and local Sherwood
number and are defined as;

C f =
τw

ρu2
w

, Nu =
xqw

k(Tw − T∞)
and Sh =

x jw
Dm(Cw − C∞)

, (2.29)

here, τw is the surface shear stress, qw is the surface heat flux and jw is the mass flux, which are given by

τw = µ


∂u

∂y


y=0

, qw = −k


∂T

∂y


y=0

and jw = −Dm


∂C

∂y


y=0

. (2.30)

Using the similarity transformations, we obtain,
Rex C f = f ′′ (0) ,

1
√

Rex
Nu = −θ ′ (0) and

1
√

Rex
Sh = −φ′ (0) (2.31)

where Rex =
uwx
ν

is the local Reynolds number.
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Fig. 6. The influence of l on concentration profile.

Fig. 7. The influence of βv on velocity profile.

3. Numerical method and validation

The reduced set of non-linear ordinary differential equations is solved numerically using Shooting method along
with fourth–fifth order Runge–Kutta-Fehlberg integration scheme. In algebraic package Maple, the Shooting method
is implemented as an algorithm called ‘shoot’. This algorithm in Maple has been well tested for its accuracy and
robustness and this has been used to solve a wide range of non-linear problems. The more information regarding the
‘shoot’ algorithm can be found in Meade et al. [32]. It is most important to choose an appropriate finite value of η∞.
In this method, a suitable finite value of η∞ is considered as η8 in such way that the boundary conditions defined at
infinity satisfies asymptotically. In addition, the relative error tolerance to 10−6 is considered for convergence and the
step size is chosen as 1η = 0.001.

In order to validate and verify the accuracy of the applied numerical scheme, results of −θ ′(0) for various values
of Pr in the case of M2

= l = R = D f = 0 are compared with those reported by Grubka and Bobba [3], Ishak
et al. [33] and El-Aziz [34]. The comparisons are shown in Table 1 and it is witnessed that the solutions are in very
good agreement for all the considered values of parameters.
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Fig. 8. The influence of βt on temperature profile.

Fig. 9. The influence of βc on concentration profile.

Table 1

Comparison results for local Nusselt number −θ ′(0) with M2
= l = R = D f = 0.

Pr Grubka et al. [3] Ishak et al. [33] El-Eziz [34] Present study

0.72 0.8086 0.8086 0.80873 0.80863
1.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.00000 1.00000
3.0 1.9237 1.9237 1.92368 1.92367
10 3.7207 3.7207 3.72067 3.72067
100 12.294 12.2941 12.29408 12.29408

4. Results and discussion

To get a clear insight into the physical situation of the present problem, numerical values for velocity, temperature
and concentration profile for both fluid and particle phases are computed for different values of dimensionless
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Fig. 10. The influence of Df on temperature profile.

Fig. 11. The influence of Df on concentration profile.

parameters using the method described in the previous section. The numerical results are tabulated and displayed
with the graphical illustrations. It is worth to mention that, we can recover the ordinary fluid problem by giving l = 0.

Figs. 1–3 show the influence of magnetic parameter on dimensionless velocity, temperature and concentration
profiles of both fluid and particle phase respectively. The velocity of the fluid and particle phase decreases with
an increase of the magnetic parameter. Application of the transverse magnetic field will result in a resistive type
force (Lorentz force) similar to the drag force which tends to retard the fluid flow in both the phases and thus
reducing its velocity. The momentum boundary layer thickness decreases with an increase in the magnetic parameter.
The magnetic field can control the flow characteristics. Further, the dimensionless temperature and concentration
distributions increase with an increase in the magnetic parameter for both the fluid and particle phase. The results
reveal that the magnetic parameter influences the transport phenomena significantly.

Figs. 4–6 depict the effect of mass concentration of dust particle on velocity, temperature and concentration
distributions for both the phases. The drag force between the fluid and particle phase is increased by increasing
the mass concentration of dust particles. As a result, the momentum of the fluid retards rapidly. Consequently, the dust
phase velocity becomes smaller, since the dust phase is being dragged along with the fluid. As the number of dust
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Fig. 12. The influence of Sr on temperature profile.

Fig. 13. The influence of Sr on concentration profile.

particles increase, the individual particles will receive less energy from the fluid phase. Thus, the thermal boundary
layer is thin for both fluid and dust phase. This is responsible for the reduction in concentration boundary layer of
both the phases.

Figs. 7–9 respectively show the effect of fluid-particle interaction parameter βv, βt and βc on velocity, temperature
and concentration profiles for both fluid and dust phase. These graphs illustrate that the particle phase velocity,
temperature and concentration profiles increases significantly with increasing values of βv, βt and βc respectively,
whereas this phenomenon is quite opposite for the fluid phase throughout the boundary layer.

Figs. 10 and 11, show the Dufour effect on fluid and dust phase temperature and concentration profiles respectively.
We can clearly observe from these figures that, an increase in Dufour number increases the energy flux due to
a concentration gradient. This in turn will enhance the temperature of fluid and dust phase in the boundary layer.
The concentration and its associated boundary layer thickness decreased by strengthening the Dufour number in the
vicinity of the sheet and this trend is quite opposite at far away distance from the sheet.

The dimensionless temperature and concentration profiles for different values of Soret number are presented
in Figs. 12 and 13 respectively for both fluid and dust phase. The Soret number is the ratio of the temperature
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Fig. 14. The influence of Ec on temperature profile.

Fig. 15. The influence of Pr on temperature profile.

difference to the concentration difference and vice versa for the Dufour number. Hence, the opposite behaviour on
the temperature and concentration for both phases are noted by increasing in Soret and Dufour numbers. In Soret
effect, the temperature gradient creates the mass flux. Due to this, the temperature and its associated boundary layer
thickness decrease as Soret number varies. The Soret number increases the mass diffusion; consequently, the rate
of mass transfer from the surface becomes stronger. Hence, the concentration distribution is larger in both fluid and
particle phase for higher values of Sr as shown in Fig. 13.

Figs. 14 and 15 depict the behaviour of Eckert number and Prandtl number on the temperature profile of both fluid
and dust phases. Eckert number expresses the relationship between the kinetic energy in the flow and the enthalpy. It
embodies the conversion of kinetic energy into internal energy by work done against the viscous fluid stresses. The
greater viscous dissipative heat causes a rise in the temperature and thermal boundary layer thickness for both fluid
and particle phase. Besides, as expected, the temperature distribution in the boundary layer is decreased by increasing
the Prandtl number. This is due to the fact that, the Prandtl number is the ratio of viscous diffusivity to the thermal
diffusivity. The thermal diffusivity reduces by an increase in the Prandtl number. As a result, the thermal boundary
thickness for both fluid and dust phase decreases rapidly.
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Fig. 16. The influence of K on temperature profile.

Fig. 17. The influence of K on concentration profile.

The responses of both fluid and particle phase temperature and concentration profile with the variation of chemical
reaction parameter is portrayed in Figs. 16 and 17. The temperature distribution of the fluid and particle phase
gradually increases from lower value to the higher value only when the strength of the rate of chemical reaction
parameter increases. Besides, there is a reduction in both fluid and particle phase concentration distribution is
accompanied by strengthening the chemical reaction. This shows that the diffusion rates can be tremendously altered
by chemical reactions.

Figs. 18 and 19 depict the effect of radiation parameter and Schmidt number on temperature and concentration
profile for dust and fluid phase respectively. The temperature and its corresponding boundary layer (both fluid and dust
phase) thickness increase by increasing thermal radiation parameter. Further, it depicts that, the thermal boundary layer
thickness is higher in the presence of thermal radiation effect (R ≠ 0) than its absence (R = 0). The concentration
(fluid and dust phase) decreases when the values of Schmidt number are increased. This is because of the fact that by
increasing the Schmidt number, the mass diffusivity decreases and solute boundary layer decreases in both phases.

Finally, the variation of skin friction coefficient and Nusselt number profiles for different values of M2, Ec,
l, Sr, Df , Sc, Pr, βv, βt and βc are presented in Tables 2 and 3. The skin friction co-efficient at the surface is
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Fig. 18. The influence of R on temperature profile.

Fig. 19. The influence of Sc on concentration profile.

decreases with increasing values of l and βv and increases for increasing value of M . The Nusselt number increases
with the increasing values of l, Pr, Sr and βc while this phenomenon is opposite for increasing values of M , Ec,
Df , Sc, C and βv . Moreover, for increasing values of Sc, Sr, Ec, βt and l, the Sherwood number increases, where
as this phenomenon is opposite for the increasing values of M, Sr, Pr, βc and βv .

5. Conclusion

Two-phase flow, heat and mass transfer of a dusty fluid with Soret and Dufour’s effect over a stretching surface in
the presence of a magnetic field, thermal radiation, and chemical reaction have been studied numerically. The results
pertaining to the present study are listed below,

• Due to strengthening magnetic field and mass concentration of dust particles, momentum boundary layer decreases
rapidly for both the phases.

• The temperature and concentration boundary layer thickness decreases via larger mass concentration of dust
particles.
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Table 2

Numerical results of f ′′(0), −θ ′(0) and −ϕ′ (0) for different values of l, M2, βv, βt and βc .

l M2 βv βt βc f ′′(0) −θ ′(0) −φ′(0)

0 1.118042 0.866430 1.129051
0.5 1.190244 0.962881 1.190236
1 1.258310 1.050411 1.248564

0.2 1.098509 1.009569 1.198858
0.4 1.151821 0.982472 1.193772
0.6 1.235586 0.939711 1.186201

1 1.224749 0.945677 1.187266
1.5 1.244994 0.935766 1.185630
2 1.258309 0.929332 1.184599

1 1.190244 0.961034 1.218484
1.5 1.190244 0.959533 1.241297
2 1.190244 0.958514 1.256728

1 1.190244 1.005486 1.183982
1.5 1.190244 1.039215 1.178988
2 1.190244 1.061695 1.175641

Table 3
Numerical results of f ′′(0), −θ ′(0) and −φ′ (0) for different values of Sr, Df , Sc, Ec and Pr.

Sr Df Sc Ec Pr f ′′(0) −θ ′(0) −φ(0)

0 1.190244 0.957029 1.285480
0.5 1.190244 0.971926 1.043719
1 1.190244 0.987759 0.789115

0 1.190244 1.025836 1.180844
0.5 1.190244 0.865880 1.204776
1 1.190244 0.696857 1.230304

0.96 1.190244 0.962881 1.190236
1.5 1.190244 0.936953 1.576235
3 1.190244 0.879591 2.373818

0 1.190244 1.186849 1.153226
0.4 1.190244 0.962881 1.190236
0.8 1.190244 0.738914 1.227246

3 1.190244 0.962881 1.190236
6 1.190244 1.453590 1.116598
7.2 1.190244 1.607466 1.091866

• Increasing values of Dufour and Eckert number, magnetic parameter and radiation parameters show enhancement
in the temperature and thermal boundary layer thickness for both fluid and dust phases.

• The concentration profile decreases by increasing chemical reaction parameter and Schmidt number.
• The momentum, thermal and solutal boundary layer is lower in the particle phase than that of fluid phase.
• The technology of suspending dust particles into the working fluids to control the flow, thermal and solute

characteristics is better suited in many industrial and manufacturing processes.
• The governing equations for an ordinary viscous fluid can be recovered when l = 0.
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